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A multi-pattem bingo game is provided. Using matrix mul 
tiplication, a selected bingo card is compared against mul 
tiple patterns that are played for simultaneously in a bingo 
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be determined and the information forwarded to individual 
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75 ball example . 
Card Pattern (P) 
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75 ball example . 
Card Pattern (P) 

14 18 31 47 72 1 0 U 0 O 

4 24 35’ 59 64 1 1 0 G 0 

3 29 46 1 1 1 0 0 I00 2 68 s "0 
6 20 33 52 73 1 1 1 1 0 

7 28 45 5O 61 1 1 1 1 1 
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90 ball example 

Card Pattern (P) 

9122 4655 111111111 

/7 162132 7187 O 0 O O 0 O O O 0 $2“) 
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calculating remaining squares 
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calculating “number to go” 
‘100 (0 

Card (1-) I; Pattern (p) / lntermediate(a) Result (1-) 
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MULTI-PATTERN ONLINE BINGO 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The invention relates to bingo games, and more 
particularly to bingo games played on a computer. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Bingo has been played for many years and its 
popularity continues to groW. In its simplest form, the game 
employs paper cards containing numbers in a grid forma 
tion. The cards contain numbers selected at random from a 
set of possible numbers (or letter/number codes). Cards are 
distributed to players (for free or for money) and the game 
play begins. An operator announces or calls numbers draWn 
at random. Each player marks his/her paper card as a number 
is matched. If the daubed numbers on the card match a 
pattern that has been set as the played-for pattern, then the 
player yells “bingo”. 
[0003] In some instances, the “bingo” leads to a neW round 
and neW cards must be selected/purchased. However, the 
play in a single round may also continue to a second or 
further “bingo”, such as to make a pattern that is a compound 
pattern of the ?rst pattern. For example, the ?rst played-for 
pattern might be a single outside line, While the second 
played-for pattern might be a box (El), and a further played 
for pattern might be a “blackout” (i.e. every space on the 
card grid ?lled in). This type of sequential play is sometimes 
called “progressive bingo”. 

[0004] Various forms of computerized and online bingo 
have been proposed and realiZed. The systems, in one form 
or another, all attempt to replicate the in-person experience 
of playing bingo in a bingo hall. HoWever, the systems may 
be clunky and unappealing precisely because of the attempt 
to latch on to the knoWn methods of real World bingo 
playing. As processing poWer becomes increasingly avail 
able and inexpensive, it Would be desirable to use this to add 
greater feature-richness and excitement to the bingo game. 
One such improvement Would be to change one of the 
fundamentals of the bingo gameithat the players play for 
one and only one pattern at a time. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The present invention is directed at providing a true 
multiple pattern capability in computeriZed and online 
bingo. Unlike in traditional paper-based bingo, the multiple 
patterns are not played for sequentially, but simultaneously. 
In the paper-based bingo World, this Would be confusing and 
dif?cult to implement as players Would have dif?culty 
identifying When to shout “bingo”. HoWever, the applicants 
have made the surprising discovery of a Way to implement 
multi-pattern play in a computerized/online bingo game. 
This has been found to increase the excitement and percep 
tion of “unpredictability” in a game as players can Win on 
any of several patterns. Each “bingo” also comes up faster, 
Which keeps the excitement high, Without the need to 
increase the speed of the calls. Depending on the set-up of 
the game, the multiple pattern play can also increase the card 
turnover, Which may bene?t the operator of the game Who 
can therefore sell more cards in a given span of time. 

[0006] One of the dif?cult aspects of providing multiple 
pattern play is the determination of Winning cards. An 
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ef?cient method is needed for ?nding Winning cards as each 
pattern must be compared to each card at each call. Further 
more, the method must have a Way of tracking the number 
of calls to reach the ?rst, second and subsequent Winning 
cards. The applicants have found a Way to do this using 
matrices for an elegant and ef?cient comparison process. 

[0007] Adding to the e?iciency (for an online environment 
particularly) the applicants’ method can perform all of the 
calculations in advance, sending results to the client com 
puters, thus making the “game” seen by the players effec 
tively a re-creation or simulation. Of course, it Will be 
understood that the calculations can be performed live, i.e. 
concurrently With the game play as seen by client computers. 

[0008] According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, a 
method is provided for determining a Winning card in a 
multi-pattern computeriZed bingo game. The method com 
prises the folloWing steps: 

[0009] a. setting multiple patterns to be played for 
simultaneously in the bingo game, each said pattern 
being stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

[0010] b. generating call numbers from a range of 
available numbers, and a sequence in Which the call 
numbers are to be called, the call numbers and the 
sequence being stored in the computer memory; 

[0011] c. providing at least one bingo card for selection 
by a player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

[0012] d. calling the call numbers in the sequence to 
construct, for each card, a daub matrix of grid positions 
corresponding to any card numbers Which match the 
called number, and, for each called number: 

[0013] (i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pat 
tern matrix to produce a product matrix for each 
pattern; and 

[0014] (ii) determining from each product matrix 
Whether the card matches the pattern; and 

[0015] e. repeating steps (i) and (ii) at least until such 
time as a pattern match is determined for any pattern, 
the card being thereby determined as a Winning card, 
and determining hoW many called numbers must be 
called to generate said Winning card. 

[0016] Steps (i) and (ii) may be repeated in a game until 
a predetermined number of Winning cards is reached. Alter 
natively, steps (i) and (ii) may be repeated in a game until a 
predetermined number of called numbers is called in the 
sequence, regardless of the number of Winning cards deter 
mined. 

[0017] Each daub matrix comprises a matrix of 0s and ls, 
each 1 representing a match in the grid position. The 
determining step involves evaluating each grid position in 
the product matrix and ?nding a pattern match if values 
stored in the grid positions making up the pattern are greater 
than Zero. 

[0018] In a given game, it may be set that only one 
Winning card is determined, or the game may be continued 
after a Winning card is determined. The number of Winning 
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cards may be predetermined by an operator. The number of 
called numbers may also be predetermined by an operator. 

[0019] There may be 75 call numbers in the sequence. 
There may be 90 call numbers in the sequence. These 
represent American style and European style bingo games, 
respectively. However, other call number con?gurations 
may also be provided. 

[0020] In a preferred embodiment of the method, the 
bingo game is accessible to players over a distributed 
netWork (eg the Internet). In this embodiment, a game 
server is provided that is programmed to determine the 
Winning card or cards. Client computers are also provided, 
and the game server (Which may physically consist of one or 
more server machines) is in communication With the client 
computers. The server communicates the Winning card or 
cards to the client computers. Each client computer is 
programmed for displaying a game re-creation and announc 
ing the Winning card or cards. The game re-creation is 
preferably interactive. 

[0021] The multiple patterns may be set by an operator or 
by a player. These can be any con?guration of markable 
bingo card positionsirepresenting an identi?able shape 
(such as an X, an L or a line across or doWn) or a random 
con?guration. Multiple patterns are played for simulta 
neously in a single bingo game. All cards in play in a single 
game are evaluated for matching the multiple patterns at the 
same time. In the game re-creation, each pattern may be 
displayed graphically for the players. There may also be a 
display indicating, for each card, and each of the multiple 
patterns, hoW many “numbers aWay” from matching the 
pattern the card is at a given time in the re-creation. 

[0022] During the game re-creation, the player’s card may 
be marked automatically to shoW the card numbers that have 
been “called” in the sequence. This is knoWn as an “auto 
daub” feature. The client computer may be programmed to 
provide this feature as a toggle option. If auto-daub feature 
is o?‘, the player may be permitted to manually mark (or 
daub) his/her card(s) during the calling of the numbers. If the 
player gets behind in marking the card(s), the program may 
also provide the option to “catch-up” (i.e. to automatically 
mark the missed numbers). 

[0023] According to a second aspect of the invention, a 
method is provided for determining Whether any Winning 
cards have been selected in a multi-pattern computerized 
bingo game. The method comprises the folloWing steps: 

[0024] a. setting multiple patterns to be played for 
simultaneously in the bingo game, each said pattern 
being stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

[0025] b. generating call numbers from a range of 
available numbers, and a sequence in Which the call 
numbers are to be called, the call numbers and the 
sequence being stored in the computer memory; 

[0026] c. providing at least one bingo card for selection 
by a player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

[0027] d. calling the call numbers in the sequence to 
construct, for each selected card, a daub matrix of grid 
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positions corresponding to any card numbers Which 
match the called number, and, for each called number: 

[0028] (i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pat 
tern matrix to produce a product matrix for each 
pattern; and 

[0029] (ii) determining from each product matrix 
Whether the card matches the pattern, the card being 
thereby determined to be a Winning card; and 

[0030] e. repeating step (d) until a predetermined num 
ber of call numbers have been called, and determining 
hoW many called numbers must be called to generate a 
Winning card, if any Winning cards can be determined 
in the predetermined number of call numbers. 

[0031] According to a third aspect of the invention, a 
method is provided for determining a Winning card in a 
multi-pattern online bingo game accessible to players over a 
distributed netWork, comprising programmed steps for 
execution on a server. The steps include: 

[0032] a. setting multiple patterns to be played for 
simultaneously in the bingo game, each said pattern 
being stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

[0033] b. generating call numbers from a range of 
available numbers, and a sequence in Which the call 
numbers are to be called, the call numbers and the 
sequence being stored in the computer memory; 

[0034] c. providing at least one bingo card for selection 
by a player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

[0035] d. calling the call numbers in the sequence to 
construct, for each card, a daub matrix of grid positions 
corresponding to any card numbers Which match the 
called number, and, for each called number: 

[0036] (i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pat 
tern matrix to produce a product matrix for each 
pattern; and 

[0037] (ii) determining from each product matrix 
Whether the card matches the pattern; and 

[0038] e. repeating steps (i) and (ii) at least until such 
time as a pattern match is determined for any pattern, 
the card being thereby determined as a Winning card, 
and determining hoW many called numbers must be 
called to generate said Winning card, 

[0039] Wherein said server is programmed for commu 
nicating the Winning card or cards to a plurality of 
client computers, each said client computer being pro 
grammed for displaying a game re-creation to 
announce the Winning card or cards. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0040] FIG. 1 is a diagram of sample bingo card and How 
of computation to compare the card against one sample 
pattern in a game (for a 75 ball example). 

[0041] FIG. 2 is a diagram of sample bingo card and How 
of computation to compare the card against one sample 
pattern in a game (for a 90 ball example). 
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[0042] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the multiplication 
of card (c) by pattern (p) to generate resulting matrix (r). 

[0043] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the computation to 
determine “number aWay” or “number to go” betWeen a card 
(c) and pattern (p). 

[0044] FIG. 5 is a sample screen shot of a computerized 75 
ball bingo game. 

[0045] FIG. 6 is a sample screen shot of a computeriZed 90 
ball bingo game. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0046] As shoWn in the ?gures, the invention uses matri 
ces for determining Whether a pattern match has been 
achieved. 

[0047] An example of such comparison in a 75 ball bingo 
game is shoWn in FIG. 1. The card 100 is a standard 5><5 grid 
having card numbers between 1 and 75. The middle square, 
as in conventional paper-based bingo, is a “free space” 
Without a number. The card represents a card selected (or 
purchased) by a player. As Will be apparent to a person 
skilled in the art, many players Will select to “play” on 
multiple cards in a given game. In a preferred embodiment, 
each player is presented With a bank of potential cards from 
Which to select cards to be played in the course of the game. 
At the point of selecting cards, the player may or may not 
knoW Which patterns are being played for in the game. 

[0048] One of the multiple patterns played for in the 
sample game is shoWn (p) at 110. Grid spaces that must be 
marked to match the pattern are represented by l’s in the 
pattern (p) 110, While non-pattern spaces are represented by 
O’s. As illustrated at 110, the pattern compared in this case 
is a triangle pointed toWard the loWer left corner of the grid. 

[0049] A call number sequence having already been deter 
mined before the card Was selected, the comparison pro 
ceeds as each number in the sequence is “called”120. (It Will 
be understood that the “calling” of numbers is a virtual not 
literal process. Each number in the sequence is simply 
revieWed in the sequence.) As each number is called, a daub 
matrix (“intermediate result” (c) 130) is updated by marking 
With a “1” any positions on the grid Where a number match 
has been determined (i.e. by the comparison betWeen the 
l-75 numbers on the card 100 and the call numbers 120). As 
yet unmarked spaces on the daub matrix 130 are represented 
as “0”. 

[0050] To determine result matrix (r) 140, the pattern 
matrix (p) 110 is multiplied by the daub matrix 130. Each 
grid position in the result matrix 140 thus represents the 
product of cn’l‘pn (Where n is the grid position in each 
matrix). As can be seen from 140 in FIG. 1, a pattern match 
has not yet been achieved in the example. In order to match 
the pattern, result matrix (r) Will need to have l’s in each of 
the pattern spaces, according to the pattern (p). 

[0051] A different example is shoWn in FIG. 2 for a 90 ball 
bingo game. The pattern (p) 210 in this case is tWo lines 
running across the top and bottom of the grid. Similar to the 
process described With reference to FIG. 1, the intermediate 
result (c) grid 230 is determined from simulating the daub 
ing of the card 200 according to the numbers called 220. 
This grid 230 is then multiplied by the pattern grid 210 to 
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obtain result (r) 240. As shoWn in FIG. 2, a pattern match has 
not yet been determined based on the numbers called. 

[0052] The use of l’s and O’s is particularly useful in the 
present matrix computation, as these numbers have particu 
lar properties in multiplication. Multiplication by 1 main 
tains “identity”. Therefore, multiplying 1*1 in a grid posi 
tion produces l. Multiplication by 0 alWays produces 0. 
Therefore, multiplying either 0 or 1 by 0 produces 0. 

[0053] In the present case, the result matrix (r) 140 Will not 
display any l’s in any non-pattern positions. It Will only 
“credit” or acknoWledge l’s in pattern positions. Therefore, 
part of the elegance in the present computation is that a 
pattern match Will alWays be r=p. Stray numbers Will not 
appear in the non-pattern spaces of the result matrix (r) 140. 

[0054] The calculation for remaining squares is shoWn as 
a mathematical model in FIG. 3. As shoWn at 330, the 
multiplication of each grid position in card (c) 300 (i.e. daub 
matrix) by each grid position in pattern (p) 310 produces 
result matrix (r) 320. Said in another Way, rn=cnpn (Where n 
is any grid position). 

[0055] FIG. 4 provides a mathematical model illustrating 
hoW the “number to go” or “number aWay” can be calcu 
lated. The values in the pattern matrix (p) 410 are added 
together across roWs to obtain a one-dimensional matrix (a) 
420, as illustrated at 440. The values in the daub matrix at 
(c) 400 are multiplied by values in the pattern matrix (p) 410 
and the products added roW-by-roW to obtain a second 
one-dimensional matrix (r) 430, as illustrated at 450. To 
obtain the “number to go” (n), the result matrix (r) is 
subtracted from the intermediate matrix (a), as illustrated at 
460. 

[0056] In the course of the method as set out in the claims, 
the mathematical calculations are done for each card, for 
each of the multiple patterns, as each number is called. All 
of this is done before a player at a client computer sees the 
progress of the “game” in the usual sense. The game seen by 
the player is in effect a re-creation or simulation of the 
process that has already gone oniat high speediin 
advance by the server. When a player sees a screen, such as 
shoWn in FIG. 5 or FIG. 6, shoWing his/her selected cards 
(500 or 600), the computer already knoWs Which of those 
cards can Win on Which patterns and hoW many called 
numbers it Will take to get there. Of course, none of this 
information is revealed to the player or players, so the game 
appears to unfold in the usual sense, With numbers being 
called and numbers on the cards being marked as they come 
up. The player can choose to mark (daub) the cards him/ 
herself or can opt for the program to do the marking 
automatically (auto-daub) 550. Preferably, the screen shoWs 
a display of the numbers called so far (540 or 640) and each 
number is displayed as it is called (520 or 620). Various 
options may exist for numbers to be called in audio mode 
560 as Well, and the game may, for instance, provide choices 
of voice characters to announce the numbers. Preferably, 
Winning cards are announced game-Wide and individual 
players may be eligible to Win priZes. 

[0057] Each game plays simultaneously for multiple pat 
terns. The patterns may be shoWn in a graphical display (510 
or 610) that cycles through the patterns in order. There may 
also be an indication on the displayed cards themselves What 
each pattern should look like (such as by shading or coloring 
the squares needed for the pattern match). 
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[0058] Playing for multiple patterns does not have an 
impact on the basic odds of the game. That is, each card 
played by each player has an equal chance of Winning. 
Provided that the numbers for the call sequence are selected 
randomly and the outcomes are maintained in secrecy until 
after the card selection period has closed, the fairness of the 
game is preserved. Not all of the possible numbers in the 
sequence Will need to be called. The operator can control the 
payout by setting hoW many prizes he/she is Willing to 
aWard. Alternatively, the operator can control the number of 
called numbers Without knoWing hoW many priZes Will be 
aWarded in that time. 

[0059] Various hardWare con?gurations of the system are 
possible. For instance, the method could be implemented 
using a client-server model in Which a server entity is used 
to process the game data and then transmit the output to one 
or more client machines. The client-server model could also 
be implemented using one or more game terminals as 
clients, such as terminals using touch screens. The client 
server could also be implemented in a casino or bingo hall 
environment Where the game terminals are multi-function, 
operating the bingo game as part of a slot-machine based 
game. Alternatively, the method could be implemented using 
a stand-alone computer, in Which a standalone application 
Would do the game processing of the card data and display 
the output in graphical form to the user. While an online (or 
Internet-based) embodiment has been described most par 
ticularly, it Will be understood that the system could equally 
Well be implemented for a single-user on a stand-alone 
computer. 

[0060] The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of 
the principles of the invention. Further, since numerous 
modi?cations and changes Will readily occur to those skilled 
in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact 
processes, components and applications shoWn and 
described, and accordingly, all suitable modi?cations and 
equivalents may be resorted to, falling Within the scope of 
the invention and the appended claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for determining a Winning card in a multi 

pattem computeriZed bingo game, comprising: 

a. setting multiple patterns to be played for simulta 
neously in the bingo game, each said pattern being 
stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

b. generating call numbers from a range of available 
numbers, and a sequence in Which the call numbers are 
to be called, the call numbers and the sequence being 
stored in the computer memory; 

c. providing at least one bingo card for selection by a 
player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

d. calling the call numbers in the sequence to construct, 
for each card, a daub matrix of grid positions corre 
sponding to any card numbers Which match the called 
number, and, for each called number: 

(i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pattern matrix 
to produce a product matrix for each pattern; and 
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(ii) determining from each product matrix Whether the 
card matches the pattern; and 

e. repeating steps (i) and (ii) at least until such time as a 
pattern match is determined for any pattern, the card 
being thereby determined as a Winning card, and deter 
mining hoW many called numbers must be called to 
generate said Winning card. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein steps (i) and (ii) are 
repeated in a game until a predetermined number of Winning 
cards is reached. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein steps (i) and (ii) are 
repeated in a game until a predetermined number of called 
numbers is called in the sequence, regardless of the number 
of Winning cards determined. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein each daub matrix 
comprises a matrix of 0s and ls, each 1 representing a match 
in the grid position. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the determining step 
comprises evaluating each grid position in the product 
matrix and, ?nding a pattern match if values stored in the 
grid positions making up the pattern are greater than Zero. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein only one Winning card 
is determined per game. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the method continues 
after one Winning card is determined. 

8. The method of claim 2, Wherein the number of Winning 
cards is predetermined by an operator. 

9. The method of claim 3, Wherein the number of called 
numbers is predetermined by an operator. 

10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the sequence com 
prises 75 call numbers. 

11. The method of claim 1, Wherein the sequence com 
prises 90 call numbers. 

12. The method of claim 1, Wherein the bingo game is 
accessible to players over a distributed network, a game 
server being programmed to determine the Winning card or 
cards for communication to a plurality of client computers, 
and each client computer being programmed for displaying 
a game re-creation and announcing the Winning card or 
cards. 

13. The method of claim 12, Wherein the game re-creation 
is interactive. 

14. The method of claim 1, Wherein the multiple patterns 
are set by an operator. 

15. The method of claim 1, Wherein the multiple patterns 
are set by a player. 

16. The method of claim 12, Wherein the multiple patterns 
are displayed graphically during the game re-creation on the 
client computers. 

17. The method of claim 12, Wherein the game re-creation 
includes displaying, for each card, a “number aWay” indi 
cation. 

18. The method of claim 13, Wherein the game re-creation 
provides an auto-daub feature. 

19. The method of claim 13, Wherein the game re-creation 
provides a manual daub feature. 

20. The method of claim 19, Wherein the game re-creation 
provides a catch-up feature. 

21. A method for determining Whether any Winning cards 
have been selected in a multi-pattem computeriZed bingo 
game, comprising: 
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a. setting multiple patterns to be played for simulta 
neously in the bingo game, each said pattern being 
stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

. generating call numbers from a range of available 
numbers, and a sequence in Which the call numbers are 
to be called, the call numbers and the sequence being 
stored in the computer memory; 

. providing at least one bingo card for selection by a 
player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

. calling the call numbers in the sequence to construct, 
for each selected card, a daub matrix of grid positions 
corresponding to any card numbers Which match the 
called number, and, for each called number: 

(i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pattern matrix 
to produce a product matrix for each pattern; and 

(ii) determining from each product matrix Whether the 
card matches the pattern, the card being thereby 
determined to be a Winning card; and 

e. repeating step (d) until a predetermined number of call 
numbers have been called, and determining hoW many 
called numbers must be called to generate a Winning 
card, if any Winning cards can be determined in the 
predetermined number of call numbers. 

22. A method for determining a Winning card in a multi 
pattem online bingo game accessible to players over a 
distributed network, comprising programmed steps for 
execution on a server, the steps including: 
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a. setting multiple patterns to be played for simulta 
neously in the bingo game, each said pattern being 
stored in a computer memory as a pattern matrix; 

. generating call numbers from a range of available 
numbers, and a sequence in Which the call numbers are 
to be called, the call numbers and the sequence being 
stored in the computer memory; 

. providing at least one bingo card for selection by a 
player, the card comprising card numbers from the 
range, the card numbers being associated With virtual 
positions on a grid, and, storing the card numbers and 
the grid positions thereof in the computer memory; 

. calling the call numbers in the sequence to construct, 
for each card, a daub matrix of grid positions corre 
sponding to any card numbers Which match the called 
number, and, for each called number: 

(i) multiplying the daub matrix by each pattern matrix 
to produce a product matrix for each pattern; and 

(ii) determining from each product matrix Whether the 
card matches the pattern; and 

. repeating steps (i) and (ii) at least until such time as a 
pattern match is determined for any pattern, the card 
being thereby determined as a Winning card, and deter 
mining hoW many called numbers must be called to 
generate said Winning card, Wherein said server is 
programmed for communicating the Winning card or 
cards to a plurality of client computers, each said client 
computer being programmed for displaying a game 
re-creation to announce the Winning card or cards. 

* * * * * 


